Suggested Itinerary
8:30am-9:45am

A-maize-ing “ear”chitecture! You’ll have bushels of fun at the World’s
Only Corn Palace in Mitchell, which is decorated each year with
thousands of bushels of corn, grain and grasses to celebrate the harvest.
World’s Only Corn Palace
604 N. Main St., Mitchell, SD 57301
Phone: 605-996-6223
www.cornpalace.com

9:55am-10:40am

The Carnegie Resource Center houses a permanent collection of Corn
Palace memorabilia, the world-famous dome mural “Sun and Rain Clouds
Over Hills,” and so much more.
Carnegie Resource Center
119 W. 3rd Ave., Mitchell, SD 57301
Phone: 605-996-3209
www.mitchellcarnegie.com

10:50am-12:00pm

See displays of Lewis and Clark, Native American and pioneer artifacts at
the Dakota Discovery Museum, plus the art galleries are home to original
works of regional artists including Oscar Howe.
Dakota Discovery Museum
1300 McGovern Ave., Mitchell, SD 57301
Phone: 605-996-2122
robrown@dwu.edu www.dakotadiscovery.com

12:05pm-1:30pm

Lunch at one of Mitchell’s group-friendly restaurants. Please email
cvb@visitmitchell.com for a listing.
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1:40pm-2:45pm

Imagine what it was like to live in an 1,100 year-old plains village at the
Prehistoric Indian Village and Archeodome! Experience a prehistoric
dwelling by walking through an accurate, full-scale reconstruction of an
earth lodge, and then follow the brick walkway through the gazebo to the
Archeodome.
Prehistoric Indian Village
3200 Indian Village Rd., Mitchell, SD 57301
Phone: 605-996-5473
www.mitchellindianvillage.org

3:00pm-4:15pm

Climb aboard to revisit America’s rich western legacy with a tour at
Hansen Wheel and Wagon Shop, a family owned and operated carriage
and wagon manufacturer established in 1978. With more than 30 years
of experience and a staff of dedicated craftsmen, pride is taken in
providing the most historically accurate horse-drawn vehicles anywhere
this side of the 1800’s. A tour at Hansen Wheel and Wagon will bring
America’s western legacy to life. Watch craftsmen custom-build and
restore authentic, horse-drawn wagons including stagecoaches, mud
wagons, hitch wagons, chuck wagons, and sheep wagons.
Hansen Wheel & Wagon
40979 245 St., Letcher, SD 57359
Phone: 605-996-8754
www.hansenwheel.com

5:30pm

Return to the hotel to freshen up.

6:30pm

Dinner at one of Mitchell’s fine dining, group-friendly restaurants. Please
email cvb@visitmitchell.com for a listing.

